Press Release / Safe For Work app allows employees to report COVID-19 symptoms
The app that gives colleagues working together the reassurance that everyone who is at work, is, in fact, safe to work.
Available now on the iOS App Store, Google Play Store and Web as a progressive web app.
Employers now more than ever need to know their staff are safe to come into work. Workplaces have already implemented
many safety measures including hand sanitising, social distancing, screens and PPE. The Safe For Work application goes one step
further, providing an additional safeguarding initiative to support the safe return to work.
What is the Safe For Work app?
The Safe For Work app, developed by London-based Filter, is a symptom reporting tool providing employers with a written
record of the daily health status of each employee.
How does the app work?
The app allows employers to design a custom bespoke questionnaire for their employees to complete before they attend work,
whether that’s an office, shop or factory etc, to check all are well and reporting no symptoms of infectious diseases, such as
COVID-19. Questions could include “do you have a temperature?” or “have you got a new, continuous cough?”
Questions posed are Yes/No by default. The results of the questionnaire then determine whether the employee is safe to work
that day or if the responses breach the businesses health and safety guidelines.
The app can be used easily by both employers and employees and can be set up to the individual needs of any company or
process
Oliver Morrison, CEO at Filter said “ In this unique and challenging time, we wanted, as a solutions led business, to contribute
some good. We recognised that the rules and practicalities of ensuring staff are safe for work had changed and aimed to provide
an additional support measure to help reassure employers and employees that everyone who is at work is safe to work.”
For more information visit, https://safeforworkapp.com.
Notes to Editor:
About Filter Digital
Filter Digital are leaders in solving digital challenges for ambitious organisations. They have a respected track record for
providing outstanding digital services resulting in significant business performance outcomes. Over the last 4 years, the team
have created several custom products to overcome new challenges. Led by Oliver Morrison and Paul Halfpenny, working with a
highly skilled and knowledgeable team, the duo continue to strive to develop useful applications that help businesses be more
efficient.
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